
English summer course and Coding course in London, with

Homestay

PROGRAM REF. PRICE

    English and Computer Programming camp in London 2 weeks NESLC 2 490 GBP

+1 651 315 7880 / www.nacel.org / nacel.international / info@nacel.org

DESCRIPTION

Nacel English School London now

provides international students with a

unique opportunity to improve

their English skills while learning

computer programming and other

technology skills. Our educational

concept is to give students the

opportunity to practise their language

skills in real situations, gain confidence

and believe in their knowledge and

capacity to learn something new. Our

educational programs should

contribute to train a new generation of

innovators and global leaders.

The English Programming course

combines English language tuition in the

morning with various Coding and

Development courses in the afternoon.

It gives students the basics of Coding

and Programming and opens their mind

to a complete new world of personal

and educational development.

ENGLISH + CODING

International students attend a 15 hour

English course in the

morning. Afternoons are dedicated to

Coding courses delivered by computer

experts used to teach technologies to

young learners. They have a passion for

technologies and want to inspire the

next generation.

Those experts are English native

speakers but adapt their course to non

English native speakers. School

teachers or group chaperones may also

help translating instructions into the

students’ mother tongue if there is any

difficulty.

The content of the course is chosen by

the group; we offer options for:

Game Programming with Java

Python Coding

iOS and Apple Watch App

Development with Swift and Xcode

Android Application Development

with App Inventor

Tech Entrepreneurship

The benefits of the course are not

only to have students trained

in Coding and in English ; it also helps

them to develop their problem-solving

skills, foster their creativity, as well as

requires them to get organized and

methodical. The course may therefore

be integrated into a larger educational

project by schools and

parents. Students will be provided

with computers and software required

for the course. 

 location :  London

Boarding : Half board

Accommodation : Host family

Length : 2 weeks

Type : English and Computer

Programming camp in London

Application deadline : At least 4 months before arrival.

Requirements : At least two to three years of English and

an interest in Computer Programming are required.

English + Coding are two key professional

skills in our current and future economy and

society. English language skills are a must for

Coding and Computer Programming activities:

give your students the opportunity to taste

something different!

United Kingdom

Age : From 16 years old

LANGUAGE SCHOOL

https://www.nacel.org

